
Your Life - Your Values #5
The Balanced Life

Psalm 127:2

When my family and I moved here from a fast-paced Florida, I soon got 
the idea that North Carolina was rather laid back and easy going but after 
living here for the past fourteen years I have discovered that is not true.  This 
place is a haven for workaholics. You are sitting by them and you probably are 
one. After talking to many of you I have discovered that many people here 
would rather work than play.  That many of you prefer employment over 
enjoyment.  So I thought this evening we would start with a quiz on stress and see 
how good you do at it.

Complete these sentences:

   I am at the end of my . . . rope.
   I am coming . . . unglued.
   My life is falling a . . . part.
   I am at wit's . . . end.
   I am really stressed . . . out.
   I am ready to throw in the . . . towel.

You are pretty good at this!  I think you have a pretty good handle on 
being stressed out. In fact, you understand burn out quite well.  Let's try another 
survey.  This is a workaholic survey:

Are you always in a hurry?
  Is your "To do" list always unrealistically long?
  Do you use days off to catch up on unfinished work?
  Has more than one person ever told you to slow down?
  Do you feel guilty when you relax?
  Do you have to get sick to take time off?
 
 You know you are a workaholic when all your Christmas cards come from 
business associates.  

 You know you are a workaholic when you leave home for a Parent/ 
Teachers Meeting and you have no idea which school your kids go to.

 You know you are a workaholic when you wear a beeper to church.

 You know you are a workaholic when your family refers to you as 
"Occupant".
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 You know you are a workaholic when you unwind immediately after work 
by watching CNN News.

 You know you are a confirmed workaholic when you take business related 
reading material into the bathroom.

CNN did a pole and discovered that 69% of Americans said, "I would like to 
slow down.  I would like to relax."  On the other hand, the latest Harris pole 
says Americans are spending 8½ hours less per week at leisure than we were a 
decade ago.  We are spending less time relaxing than a decade ago.  The result 
of that is what Time magazine has called, "The twentieth century blues".  In this 
cover article on "Stress, Anxiety and Depression" the bottom line is the American 
dream has become a stress nightmare.  We just were not made to live this way, 
the fanatic, fast-paced life that we are all caught up in.  God never meant for 
us to live those kind of lives.  

Tonight, in this series as we continue in this series entitled "Life's on 
Values," we are going to look at a value or a quality that is universally 
admired, and universally ignored. That is the quality of balance.  

How many of you would like to live a balanced life?  Pretty much all of us.  
We all want to live balanced lives. But I have yet to meet a totally balanced 
person. No one in this room is living a balanced life completely.  None of us are.  
It is a goal, a desire, an objective, but none of us have gotten there. The only 
person who ever lived a totally balanced life was Jesus Christ. What we are 
going to talk about tonight may be the greatest sin in this congregation. Most 
Christians are not out committing immoral sins every day of the week, they 
are not terrorists, they are not ax murderers. But most of us do live pretty 
unbalanced lives. This may be the one fault that gets us all.  This may be the one 
we need to work on the most.  

What I want to share with you tonight is nothing new but it is something 
we all need to hear periodically to get our lives refocused and back  in balance.  
The principle of balance is one of those laws that God established the universe 
on.  Every nook and cranny of the universe is built on this principle of balance or 
equilibrium. For instance the earth is perfect in its balance.  It is perfectly 
balanced.  If it were not, we would feel the vibrations much more intensely as it 
rotated.  The earth is tilted just right on the axis.  If we were to tilt just a few 
degrees one way or the other we would either be burned up by the sun or we 
would freeze up as we pulled away from the sun.  It is perfectly balanced and 
God intended it that way.

Nature is a system of Eco systems that live in balance.  We are discovering 
that more and more each day, how that even the tiniest variation in the 
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ecosystem creates a chain reaction.  God has set up a food chain with plants and 
animals in harmony in the earth. Economists are studying these balances and 
these ecosystems and how they work  together.  We had no idea how finely 
tuned the world was until recent years.  But even nature is setup in a system of 
checks and balances.  

Architecture -- this building or any other building -- is built on the 
principle of balancing stress load. As you build a building you have to balance 
the stress points on it so it holds up.  An imbalanced building will collapse.  An 
imbalanced bridge will fall. I was reading an article about the National 
Cathedral in Washington, D.C., which is enormous. It took 80 years to build.  
It is solid rock and incredible. The whole idea of cathedrals came about when 
they discovered the idea of what is called flying buttresses. This is an 
architectural tool they use when a column starts to buckle, they put pressure 
at the exact point to keep it from buckling promoting an antipressure so there 
is balance.  If a building is not balanced it collapses.

If your life is not balanced it will collapse.  The human body is built on the 
principle of balance.  Your body is nine different systems.  You have a 
circulatory system, a respiratory system, a central nervous system, a digestive 
system, a skeletal system -- nine different systems in your body and these 
systems are in balance with each other.  When any one of them gets out of 
whack, out of balance, we call that dis-ease or disease.  Likewise health is an 
issue of finding balance.  When the systems are all in balance we call that 
health.  Healing is the recovery of balance to the body.  

Equilibrium  and balance is a basic principle of the universe and God loves 
balance.  Not only that, He is interested in you living a balanced life.  

Psalm 127:2 reads like this in the Hebrew, "It is senseless for you to work so 
hard from early morning until late at night.  God wants his loved ones to get their 
proper rest." God is concerned that you get the right amount of rest. God is 
concerned when you are under stress. God is concerned if you do not balance 
your life. He is very concerned about it because God is a God of balance.  

The bottom line is this:  When my life is out of balance, I am not in God's 
will.  It is not God's will for me to live imbalanced.  

In this segment we are going to look  at seven principles of balance from 
God's word. These are not anything new but they are principles we need to be 
reminded of over and over.  

B stands for Build.  Build my life around Christ. The only totally balanced 
person whoever lived was Jesus. Therefore if I put Him at the center of my life, 
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it stands to reason that I have a better chance of being balanced if He is at the 
center than if anything else is. He is the most balanced person whoever lived 
and if He is at the center He will teach me how to be balanced. 

Think of your life like a wheel.  At the center of the wheel is the hub.  
There is a core, a center.  Out of that hub are all the spokes of life which 
represent your relationships, your family, your career, your finances, your 
dreams, your goals and every other area of your life.  You will build your life 
around something.  Something is going to be at the center of your life. I don't 
know what it is.  If I were to ask you, "What does your life revolve around right 
now?" It might be work.  It might be your family.  It might be your dreams.  It 
might be possessions. It might be some goal.

How do you know what your life is centered around? Simple. What do you 
think about the most? Whatever you think about the most is what you center 
your life around. 

 
The center of your life is very important.  If you have a solid center, you 

are going to have a solid life.  But if you have a weak, flimsy center you are going 
to crack up at the edges. People tell me all the time, "I feel like I am coming 
unglued.  I feel like my life is falling apart." If you have felt that way, it means 
one thing. You have a faulty center. It means something other than God has taken 
first place in your life. Something other than God has taken the center point in 
your life. It may be another person. It may be money.  It may be a dream or a goal 
or a career, whatever. But if it is not God it is not strong enough to hold you 
together. You had better get God back in the center as quick as you can or 
your life will eventually fall apart.  Nothing else has the strength to hold all the 
pieces together.  Not only does the hub create stability, the hub controls 
everything else. So whatever you put in the center, in the core of your life, is 
going to control and influence everything else. 

 
Not only is the hub the controlling factor, it is the source of power. The 

center of the wheel is the hub, the hub is connected to the axle and the axle is 
connected to the source of power. The power always emanates from the hub 
outward, not inward.  If you have anything except God at the center of your life, 
at the hub, at the core, you have a power shortage.  Nothing else has enough 
power to help you make it through all the things you are going to go through 
in life, the unforeseen crises that you are inevitably going to experience.  Put 
Christ at the center and He gives stability, He gives control and He gives power.  

Matthew 6:33 reads like this in the Greek, "God will give you all you need 
from day to day if you live for him and make the kingdom of God your primary 
concern." Notice the words "your primary concern." King James Version reads like 
this,  "Seek first His kingdom and His righteousness."
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What does it mean to put God first in my life? Don't think of it in terms of 
first place, second place, third place...   Think of it in terms of what is at the 
center?  What is in the hub?  What is at the control?  What is the source of 
power in my life?  If you put Jesus Christ at the center, He can direct, He can 
influence, He can empower, He can give stability to every spoke of your life 
whether it is education, career, family, etc.

Jesus summarized life priorities in two sentences, as seen in Matthew 22, 
"Love the Lord your God with all your heart, this is the first and greatest 
commandment.  And the second is like it.  Love your neighbor as yourself." Jesus 
summarizes the whole Bible: Love God and love people.  If that is the only 
thing you get done in life, but if you get those two things done, God says you 
have done the most important things in life.  And He is the one who put you 
here.  If you love God and you love other people Jesus says you have done the 
most important things.  I need to build my life round Christ.

We will continue this segment in our next study.
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